Update: the Joy of Satan Spiritual War Room has been updated;

https://evilgoy.com/

Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors,

Before anything else I would like to mention something here. Some SS generally keep saying over and over again how "a Temple or Church" is needed. Certainly so, but let us look further to see what truly exists, to understand what is needed, and what must be done.

Before one gets disgusted at the word "Church", it is yet another stolen testament of our own Ancient Pagan faiths. Like all of them. Don't think the enemy has anything of their own, or that these retards actually invented anything because they never did. They just stole it baked and ready from previous civilizations like thieves would, never making their own dough and bread.

The Ancient Greek word for this, is "Eklesia", or an amassment of people who do Rituals to the Gods to glorify the Gods and grow spiritually. The Joy of Satan is the one and True Church of our Gods. This is what truly happens here.

The schedules and the communal existence, that keeps us mutually supported and gives us the motivation that others walk the path, is a giant aspect of this. It's already here, and it exists.

Besides marbles, temples, and places where people mostly go to show off their favourite apparel or comparatively measure egoistical nonsense while equally doing nonsense...Which alright, is part of human necessity, we must look a bit on the essence and the essential things upon these were based.
As time will bring what it will, it's important to keep this Truth strongly in mind. The Spiritual Truth, meditations, spirituality, advancement, growth of self, these come first before any marble or stone.

If you have paid any attention to the enemy programs, the only thing people don't do in any of their "Church" is actually anything spiritual. Houses of empty stone are rife with them, almost on every other corner at this point in time, yet devoid of anything spiritual and spiritually dead.

We do not have halls of marble and stone right now, but we are a million times more powerful in conviction and resolution. The faith of one Satanist in our Gods actually surpasses millions of Christians, who are all idle talk and have no spiritual experience whatsoever.

The enemy is the living testament of this, and everyone here left them for that reason. That awareness has to sit in our heads and hearts, and we must never deviate from this path, because it's the path of reality.

The enemy also has empty houses of stone that are filled with endless things, but to what end? Just to masquerade around and nothing else. Big Jesus here, giant statue there, but "Jesus" is nowhere.

The force that we call "God" or the Gods has left these systems and was never present in them in the first place. They were built only on the innocent blood of people and stupidity. They won the marbles but are devoid of any soul. Never had any.

In our case, they destroyed everything material, because actually wherever we existed physically, we also existed spiritually.

At the current trajectory with the bogus lies of the enemy, even if not one single church was touched, they are already dying at the rapid pace. It will die anyway. They are just trying to delay it if they can by the purchasing of poor souls by enslaving them. But that's about it. It's all props at this point for them.

While the spirit and matter do build upon one another, the PROPS can never replace the ESSENCE. Stone can never replace the Truthfulness of the heart.

But one must remember, Spiritual Satanism is about meaning in life, not just spectacle. The enemy is filled with endless spectacle, but they have no spirituality. One leaves because of this. As it's written about the Rituals, the "props" are only that: PROPS. The mind, heart, soul and deed is behind that.
If one is actually interested in Father Satan and the Gods, and their "Church", the "meeting place" of spirits is actually the Joy of Satan as it is right now, and will remain so forever. We are already manifest.

If one waits to get serious because of seeing a temple, you might have lost decades or a long time by then. We are not seeking to "impress" people in this manner. You can be impressed today, and inspired to do great works and take part of the assembly with us to build great things for the Gods, today, and without hesitation and delay.

You can engage with your brothers and sisters in every activity, even from your house or a field, because we are all ONE spiritually.

Bowing in front of statues, lighting fires, whatever, that is aspect of communal worship, yet we have to understand that the real "EKLESIA" is the invocation of the Gods and the collective focused will that we project into this world through what we do here, the Joy of Satan.

Yet, at the same time, there are endless tasks for us to do to reach further fulfillment. But even here and now, we are complete.

We will build the greatest things - but we must be aware, the real foundation and the real building is our assembly here, nowhere else, and in the spiritual existence with the Gods. The heart must never be forgotten.

It's hypocrisy to wait for a large church with statues and endless Mercedes Benz's to take you around so you can "worship", we have to do what we have to do now for the sake of the eternal Sanatana Dharma as it's expressed by Spiritual Satanism.

Yes, forms might change in the future, where other things might be available, but we are strongly placed upon the firmest rock of the Truth of the spiritual essence.

Clearly, it's equally hypocritical to sit on the sidelines and constantly claiming one helps "Spiritually" while doing no spiritual or material task and deed. Spiritual Satanism is the real faith and the reality of the world is that actions are required in this world. You are reading this message physically not in the astral.

As any entity needs a soul and a material body to survive, such is the case here.

Taking the above out of the way, remember, our Church and our opportunity to build the greatest spiritual place of learning is here and now, not "tomorrow". We
exist today in this form and we must extend our own hand to do whatever we can do in our power.

Going to another topic now...

Now and for quite some time, Mars is retrograde. This means we can do certain rituals up until a time and not others, unless there is an emergency. Planetary setups is the important reason Rituals like the Anti-Islam are not out yet. Workings done "against" the planets will generally fail with great certainty.

The upside as anyone can see if you read the news, is that many jews are biting the dust right now and collectively too.

As one should be aware of, there are times for war and calmness in life. During this time, everyone should focus on cleaning, protection, and focus to advance and purify themselves, before the next year of approximately beginning of 2023.

Most enemy and aggression based Rituals cannot fare well in this environment, and that is imposed, not chosen by anyone. Taking time outs is necessary to achieve these tasks, while keeping the necessary pressure and not more pressure, let alone anything that can actually do more harm than good. It's part of the actual winning to be able to do this. The enemy, curses their heavy curses 3-4 times per year too as they know this.

Of course, when they have "problems", they go out of their way, but the reality of the above remains the same. Therefore in the below schedule you will see rather constructive Rituals.

The Schedule below will be for the next 9 days [total] and will be focused on lightweight but most important things:

[The Final RTR is a given and implied, should be done whenever we have time to put one and then one more.]

22. Wealth And Prosperity Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual, Race Awakening Rituals
23. Wealth And Prosperity Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual, Race Awakening Rituals
24. Wealth And Prosperity Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual, Race Awakening Rituals
25. Wealth And Prosperity Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual, Race Awakening Rituals
26. Wealth And Prosperity Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual, Race Awakening Rituals
27. Satan's Ritual
28. Beelzebul's Ritual
29. Astarte's Ritual
30. Azazel's Ritual
Below the Links to the Rituals

Black Race Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/BlackRaceRitual.html
SS Prosperity Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitualRunes.html

Here you can enter the War Room For the Rituals:

*WAR ROOM IS UNDERGOING UPDATE FOR MAXIMUM EASE OF USE AND FUNCTIONALITY - MIGHT BE 24/48 HOURS BEFORE UPDATE*

The Rituals are timed and done by people every time this ticks 1:00:00 and 0:00:00
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